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Planning Strategy topics
Strategies that will be covered throughout this presentation will include:

1.   What is driving the need to add or increase packaging capabilities?

2.   What questions should be asked before starting the search for new equipment?

3.   Will a new line fit into the space? Fundamentals of conceptual and spatial planning…

4.   How much growth and future capacity should be invested in now versus being deferred to later? 

8.   Recommendations and considerations before you finalize your contracts and executing a project.

5.   What line speed is right for you based on your operational parameters?

6.   What is your ideal approach to designing, bidding, procuring, installing and integrating your new line?

7.   What method of contracting is right for you? Turnkey OEM, Equipment Integrator or Engineering.



Master Planning Fundamentals
Brewery Master Plan: 

An evaluation of current operational and production conditions and future operational and production 
goals, strategically outlined into a single resource summarizing schematic designs, phasing and 

production capacities over a forecasted duration of time.

A well executed master plan should be based on several key functions:

Current Annual Production Capacity
Maximum Brewing Capacity

Current/Future Packaging Needs
Forecasted Sales Growth

Recognized Production Growth

Site/Building Conditions
Availability of Utilities

Code and Regulation Requirements
Ability to Achieve Forecasted Growth

Annual Capital Budgets



Packaging Line Planning

Since canning is growing so rapidly 
we will review the addition of a 

new canning line as our “Packaging 
Line Planning” case study.

Applying this to Packaging Line Planning

Packaging line planning is no different from brewery master planning except the components are less 
broad. Consider a Brewery Master Plan as a review of the general functional components of a facility 

(retail, production, packaging, warehousing, etc.) With Packaging Line Planning, rather than operational 
components, we are looking a components specific to packaging (design, planning, equipment selection, 

contracting, budgeting, execution management, etc.)



What is driving reason for adding or expanding a new packaging line?
Is your sales team looking to add a packaging offerings?

Is your operations group looking to optimize packaging capacity/labor?
Or are you unsure and simply looking to test the market for a new offering?

New Packaging Needs - Indicators

Common Sales Team Indicators
• Consumer/Distributors requests

• Retailer requests and requirements
• Copacking offerings and requests
• Managing Consumer perception

Common Operational Indicators
• Optimize operator line requirements

• Reduce packaging line run time
• Add package, case and product types
• Quality improvements to equipment

Common Business Planning Indicators
• Reducing labor costs

• Controlling packaging schedule 
• Expanding package offerings (copack flexibility, sales, operations)

• Financial incentives (equipment availability, investors, funding grants and assistance) 



There are several steps that go into planning and executing a new packaging line. 

Project 
Objectives

Project 
Narrative

Specifications 
and Scoping 

Question

Forming key 
project team

Project 
Execution Plan New Can 

Packaging Line

Developing a Concept



Create a Project Objective describing the general project parameters

How to prepare… Step 1

EXAMPLE OF PROJECT OBJECTIVE DESCRIPTORS:

Who: Seeking consultants, integrators, manufacturers.

What: Adding a new 250 Cans Per Minute packaging line.

Where: Adjacent to existing Bottling Line.

When: Installed in the next 8 months.

Why: Regain control on existing canning schedule.
Run a single shift packaging operation.

EXAMPLE PROJECT NARRATIVE:

ABC Brewing Company is seeking qualified 
consultants, integrators and equipment 
manufacturers to assist with the design, 

equipment selection and start-up of a new 
250 can per minute packaging line. The 

new line is intended to regain scheduling 
control for can runs and will make it 

possible to achieve a single shift 
packaging operation. The new line is 

budgeted at $2.5 million and planned to 
be installed adjacent to the existing 

bottling line within the next 8 months.   Cost: Project budget of $2.5 Million.



What common questions do you need to be prepared for how do you provide a 
valuable answer?

How to prepare… Step 2

• What are your primary packaging 
requirements?

• What are your secondary packaging 
requirements?

• How much and what future flexibility 
are you looking include?

• What are your daily, weekly or annual 
packaging needs?

• How many operators are you 
targeting to run the line?

• Do you have adequate utilities 
available to support the new 
equipment?

• Have you discussed objectives with 
management, sales and operations?

• Do you have any preferred vendors?

• How do you intend to permit, design, 
procure, install and commission?

• What in house skills do you have that 
can assist with project execution?



Forming a project team and gaining stakeholder support. 

How to prepare… Step 3

Help yourself!

Determine what skills you may need to execute your new packaging line.

• Designers/drafters
• Professionally licensed engineers
• Skilled laborers (mechanical installers, electricians, programmers, etc.)
• Has anyone contracted equipment or a new line before?
• Has anyone managed a construction project and subcontractors?

Then identify the in-house individuals that have the skills, knowledge and 
abilities that may be able to help support the new packaging line project. 

Doing this to identify skill set gaps that will need to backfilled and help to 
determine the type of partner best suited to contract with later in the effort.



Facility Improvements/Upgrades
Professional Engineering & Design

Project Permitting
Subcontractor Mobilization
Equipment Contingencies

Project Contingencies

Project Management 
Construction Management
Controls and Programming

Rigging & Installation
Start-Up and Commissioning

Owner Required Responsibilities

Project Budgeting

ACCOUNT FOR PROJECT RISK!!!

Project Budgeting is an area of project planning that many struggle with. Not because a budget is 
incorrect, but rather it is incomplete at the time upper management approves the project. So avoid 

costly mistakes by ensuring you fully understand the scope before developing a project budget

There is more to budgeting than just equipment and installation!

Here are some common budgeting oversites that can effect your project planning. 



Example Project Budget
Know your region
Not Common in Packaging

How are you managing Const. 

How much area is impacted

Sales Tax/Exempt/Partial

Total contingency (confidence)

Who is overseeing work

Anticipated construction time



Example Project Budget (Cont.)



Example Project Budget (Cont.)



Project Scheduling

Identify your 
critical path items!



Depalletizers



Rinsers



Filler/Seamers



Cartoners, Packers & Carriers



Sleevers & Labelers



Palletizers



Conveyance & Accumulation



Packaging/Inventory Analysis



Packaging/Inventory Analysis
Now make things simple…

VOLUME:
• 300 Bbl’s = 9,300 gallons
• 9,300 gallons = 1,190,400 ounces
• 1,190,400 ounces = 99,200 (12 ounce cans)

TIME:
• (1) shift = 8 hours
• 8 hours = 480 minutes

SPEED:
• 99,200 cans / 480 minutes = 206 cans per minute

EFFICIENCY:
• 80% = 206 CPM = 247 cans per minute

• What is the largest planned brite tank or 
packaging run volume (worst case)? 

• Let’s assume 300 Bbl’s.

• Now determine the labor commitment you 
want to design the packaging line to. 

• Let’s assume (1) eight hour shift.

• Estimate target  line efficiency.
• Let’s assume 80% line efficiency

~ Now from here the rest is 
simple math ~ 



Depending on how you chose to contract, you may already have design support for 
the project (Facilities or Project planner).

~ However, understanding potential hurdles of the targeted space ahead 
of time will only benefit your risk management efforts. 

When conceptualizing considering some of the following strategies:

Rough in the desired equipment templates into the desired space accounting for 
material, personnel and existing operational flows and maintenance access.

Complete the layout using all current and potential future equipment desired to be 
on the line… PLAN A LAYOUT AS IF YOU HAVE THE BUDGET FOR EVERYTHING! 

~ Equipment investment may have a better ROI than the labor investment.

Do not get overwhelmed by the variety of equipment, speeds, variables and 
options. Optimized lines in the craft industry is typically recognized by operating 5 
days per week for one shift per day allowing for shift increases to capacity surges.

Designing a Line - Considerations
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Considerations: Example 1
ACCESSIBILITY & OPERATOR MANAGEMENT



Considerations: Example 2
ADJACENCIES



Considerations: Example 3
EXPANDABILITY AND FUTURE GROWTH



Who to Partner with
With a project team in place, begin to determine knowledge gaps and who you want 

to partner with to execute your packaging line project.

Turnkey OEM’s: Equipment Integrators: Engineering or Design Consultants:

Contractors

Equipment

Integration

Design

There are three primary means of executing a packaging line project.

Contractors

Equipment

Integration

Design

Contractors

Equipment

Integration

Design



Turnkey OEMs - Advantages
Advantages:
• One source for all equipment purchased
• One point of contact for all equipment, warranty and future 

maintenance requirements
• Improved control of initial equipment costs and lead times
• Ability to negotiate with one OEM on line requirements
• OEM typically provides all start-up, installation and integration 

services for all purchased equipment
• Services can vary by OEM
• Total line performance guarantees

Contractors

Equipment

Integration

Design



Turnkey OEMs - Disadvantages
Disadvantages:
• Limited to one equipment manufacturer or their alternates
• Limited ability to integrate alternate OEM equipment

• Competitive bidding on equipment is limited
• Less owner decision on controls and integration
• Increased equipment and services bias (OEM equipment and 

terms)
• Professional engineering, permitting and construction is 

typically owner responsibility and can result in scope creep 
• OEM’s may offer recommendations on owner services but 

are limited to their network and not necessarily your 
region

• Requires increased owner trust in single equipment provider
• OEM support, warranties, scheduling, etc.
• Installation, permitting, engineering, construction 

subcontractors are best for total project 

Contractors

Equipment

Integration

Design



Eqp. Integrators - Advantages

Contractors

Equipment

Integration

Design

Advantages:
• One source for all equipment purchased
• One point of contact for equipment, warranty and future 

maintenance needs depending on structure of contract
• Integrator may provide all equipment and controls specified 

by the owner
• Integrator works on behalf of the owner for pricing, 

scheduling and equipment options to meet owner’s needs
• Equipment is not typically limited to one equipment 

manufacturer
• Results in a more customized packaging line solution 

• Integrator typically offers all services required to design, 
procure, integrate and start-up equipment 

• Flexibility in working with owner preferred subcontractors for 
professional engineering and construction services.

• Moderate level of line and equipment performance guarantee



Eqp. Integrators - Disadvantages

Contractors

Equipment

Integration

Design

Disadvantages:
• Reduced control on final equipment costs and schedule due to 

complexities of multiple equipment manufacturer contracts
• Reduced transparency and negotiations on equipment cost
• Non-Integrator equipment may have a 10%-30% mark-up

• Usually covers integrators overhead, profit and risk
• Less equipment and integration flexibility 
• Requires some level of owner provided services support (non-

equipment related)
• Permitting, engineering, construction subcontractors, etc.

• Professional engineering, permitting and construction is 
typically owner responsibility and can result in scope creep 

• OEM’s may offer recommendations on owner services but 
are limited to their network and not necessarily your 
region



Eng. Consultants - Advantages

Contractors

Equipment

Integration

Design

Advantages:
• One source for all equipment purchased
• One point of contact for all equipment and warranty needs
• Engineer works on owner’s behalf with manufacturers to get 

the best price, schedule and equipment solutions
• Minimal equipment manufacturer bias 

• Equipment is specified, bid and integrated into the final 
line design for the optimal total line solution 

• Complete bidding of all equipment and contracted services 
(rigging, installation, subcontractors, etc.) 

• Contracts can vary from engineer to engineer providing 
room to negotiate preferred contract terms

• Improved risk management as total scope is typically 
predefined and understood upfront

• Provides optimum control and documentation of total line 
design, equipment, warranties and line performance

• Guaranteed packaging line performance



Eng. Consultants - Disadvantages

Contractors

Equipment

Integration

Design

Disadvantages:
• Up front costs are typically higher due to labor associated with 

engineering, specifications, bidding, etc. 
• Engineering firms typically provide all project services but do 

not provide equipment or self-perform field work and 
installation

• Most OEM’s and Integrators tend to sub out field work as 
well

• Reduced control on final equipment costs and schedule due to 
dealing with multiple OEM’s for each piece of equipment

• Variety of contracts across different service providers can be 
difficult to compare services, costs and overall value

• Any equipment or subcontractors managed by engineer will 
be marked up to cover overhead, profit and overall project risk



Understanding Partner Risks
Project risks and owner risks are two different things

Turnkey OEM’s: Equipment Integrators: Eng./Design Consultants:
• Single equipment source

• Negotiations and Warranties are 
limited to one OEM’s terms 

• One cost for total equipment 
solution and anticipated services 

• Non OEM tasks are limited to 
relationships and owner 

• Owner control is limited to 
support and non OEM services

• Flexible equipment source 

• Flexibility to negotiate warranties 
and contracts outside of 
integrator 

• Flexibility in equipment cost  and 
anticipated services 

• Non integrator tasks are limited to 
relationships and/or owner 

• Flexibility with owner involvement 
(as much or as little)

• Equipment is selected based on 
cost, quality and schedule (and 
performance specifications) 

• Flexibility in contract and 
warranties based on terms of 
services 

• All project tasks are accounted for 
and subcontracted based on 
terms of services 

• Limited owner involvement 
(depending on terms of services)



Contracting is NOT one sided!

Contracting Eqp. & Services 

Make sure you negotiate your needs, understand commitments and identify accountability.

Some common areas that often impact “satisfaction” include:

- Equipment Lead Times (date of shipment versus date on site versus start up date)

- Cost of services beyond equipment purchase (start up, installation, training)

- Owner required services (engineering, permitting, tradesmen)

- Fee clarity (what are you actually buying)

- What is the guaranteed performance of the equipment? Of the total line?



There are several things to consider once a project is being executed but one of the most 
important is to maintain the checks and balances you just created. 

• You have created a project scope of work
• You have generated a preferred list of equipment

• You have developed a target project budget
• You have identified project schedule milestones

Periodically update these critical documents as the project is executed to understand, 
monitor and adjust to scope creep based on existing and new project risks.

Execution Management
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